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The electric field associated with a planar electrostatic wave has no average momentum,

and thus as the wave damps, the momentum of the plasma has to be conserved. We exam-

ine various implications of this momentum conservation. In the planar problem, we show how

wave-mediated momentum exchange between nonresonant and resonant particles can drive net

currents in spite of the constraint [1]. This momentum-exchange current drive can provide a

possible magnetogenesis mechanism in astrophysical settings [2].

Applying our results to the wave-mediated diffusion of hot alpha particles in a magnetized

plasma, we show that for some waves, the hot ion charge is not extracted, but is instead cancelled

by a return current in the nonresonant particles [3]. This cancellation current is analogous to the

zeroth-order cancellation of cross-field currents in classical transport [4], and analogies with

collisional rotation relaxation [5] will be discussed. Finally, we show how spatial wave structure

can in some cases enable charge extraction. This charge extraction in turn permits wave-driven

E×B rotation to be driven by alpha channeling, providing a possible path to hot-ion-mode

fusion.
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